Global solutions, exceptional results.

Cobra was created by lawyers to help make the practice of law more efficient and affordable. We work with your firm
to provide the highest quality and most cost effective review service, whether for you or your client. Understanding
when to use the services of a Legal Process Outsourcing Company (LPO) can help retain clients AND land new
accounts. In addition to helping you identify these instances, we can also help you improve your bottom line on fixed
fee, contingency and success fee matters. So, when should you consider using the services of an LPO?

When should you consider using the services of an LPO?
When the scope
of discovery is large

Cobra’s full time attorney team can help you meet court ordered deadlines in a timely manner.
We can provide the resources you need to facilitate document review, the scope of which is larger
than what your office might normally handle. Scaling up and adding resources without hiring
new employees is a tangible benefit to using an LPO for this fluctuating phase of litigation.

When you want the
most reliable review
process in any area
of your practice

Often overlooked is the added benefit of having multiple layers of review for documents or
contracts. By providing affordable, high quality Document Review Services and/or M&A Due
Diligence services, Cobra can significantly reduce costs for clients and law firms, realigning
valuable in-house or law firm resources without sacrificing the excellence, accuracy, and
efficiency that international corporations and innovative law firms demand. We have an
experienced first level review team, a separate quality control team and a US Attorney team
that will review documents pursuant to your instructions and identify those documents with
specific questions to your attorneys. This allows your attorney team to stay engaged, focusing
only on the most important documents. Your time is freed up to address more high-level
issues, and your client saves money in the process. All of this occurs while the US team is
sleeping, ensuring that valuable time is never wasted. Such efficiency allows multiple levels
of review for each document while keeping costs to a minimum. With each human review,
different questions can be raised to allow for more conscientious decisions on the most
important documents. In return, your clients receive the most reliable and defensible product.

When you aren’t an
“expert” in managing
technology vendors

Today it’s not uncommon to hire specialized vendors and non-attorney consultants to assist
the parties and the courts in providing technical expertise with the collection, review and
production of Electronically Stored Information (ESI). Capable of managing all vendors across
the eDiscovery process, Cobra is your go-to team, assisting you from start to finish – from
the initial intake of ESI with your client all the way to the production phase, and all points in
between. Our exhaustive methodologies, mapped out at the onset of each new project, account for staffing, deliverables, hosting, processing, production, protocol and communication
plans. Our due-diligence makes the entire process easier and more efficient. With your law
firm’s needs in mind, (not to mention your client’s expectations), we will help craft the best
and most defensible process for your case.

Cobra

COBRA PULSE is a real
time dashboard that
allows attorneys to
analyze performance
and devise the most
effective cost structure
for their clients

How many attorneys do you need on your next project? Which teams have the best review
record? What is the most equitable fee structure for you and your client? Until now, those answers
were either based on guesswork or intuition.
Instead, CobraPulse™ delivers real time metrics for every attorney on your team, allowing more
strategically allocated man-hours and more informed budget considerations. You’ll negotiate
Alternative Fee Arrangements with confidence. Blended rates? Capped fees? Flat fees?
The transparency of CobraPulse™ makes the answer obvious, empowering you to contain costs,
increase efficacy and control your case.

Cobra Legal Solutions is a leader in the legal support services industry.
The scope of our services encompasses the full spectrum of the Electronic Discovery Reference Model
(EDRM). By utilizing ISO-certified processes, procedures and controls, and by harnessing the finest
litigation technology available, our team is able to deliver services and products with a commitment
to accuracy, efficiency, and value. Excellence guides all of our systems, and quality is embedded at
every step of our operation. Cobra’s all-attorney team ensures top-quality results. U.S. lawyers with
U.S. training and experience supervise the legal team and interface with clients and outside counsel
to provide seamless and savvy customer service. Our attorneys are ready to add value to your next
project. Global Solutions. Exceptional Results.
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Learn more at cobralegalsolutions.com
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